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I. Introduction


The Third Millennium Development Goal (MdG), Categorically States That By 2015 All Countries, Kenya Included, Need To Eliminate Gender Disparities At All Levels Of Education And Labor Relations. On This Note, The Constitution Of Kenya Guarantees Equal Rights And Freedom For Women And Men And Upholds The Principles Of Non-Discrimination And Equality. Articles 27(8) And (81) (B) Of The Constitution Provides For Not More Than Two Thirds Representation Of One Gender In Elective And Appointive Positions As A Way Of Bridging The Gender Gap. The Participation Of Women In Decision-Making And Politics Is A Human Rights Issue Enshrined In The Constitution That Has Addressed Many Issues That Have Been At The Heart Of The Clamor For Gender Mainstreaming In Kenya From The 1980s (The Kenyan Constitution 2010).


Political Participation Is The Degree And Form Of Involvement Of Citizens In Governance And Related Institutions Of Society (Igwee 2002). It Thus Involves Participation In Political Campaigns And Debates, Attending Strategy Meetings Of Political Parties, Voting During Elections, Vying As Candidates For Elections, And Holding Of Key Government And Political Party Positions. Throughout The History Of Politics In Western And African Countries, Women Political Representation Has Been Very Low. Women Have Been Seeking To Participate Alongside Men In Governance And Decision Making In All Aspects Of Public Life But Progress Has Been Slow Due To Many Challenges In Their Way. These Challenges Take The Form Of Small Conflicts Over Access To Resources, Which Add Up To Slow Participation Of Women In Political, Economic And Social Empowerment (Aili, 2000). The Possible Explanation For This Scenario Could Be That Gender Issues In Politics Have Not Received Due Attention And Redress. Women Are Always Relegated To The Peripheries Of Political Leadership And Marginalized. In Their Public And Private Lives, Women Have To Struggle To Articulate Their Desires And To Find Their Own Voices. Since Kenya Attained Her Independence In 1963, Women Have Been Seeking To Effectively Participate Alongside Men, In Governance And Decision-Making Processes In All Aspects Of Public Life. Since Then To The Present Date Women Participation Still Remains Very Low (Nyokabi, 2010).

In Kenya, And Especially At The Grassroots Level, A Number Of Factors Hinder More Than Half Of The Population In Their Participation In Politics. It Is More Apparent Amongst The Pastoralist Communities (African Press International, 2007). Pastoralists’ Women Remain Marginalized And Have Little Or No Representation In Local And National Government. In This Context, Very Few Were Nominated Or Elected In The Recent General Elections,(Kipuri,2008) Given The Low Political Ranking Regionally And Globally In Respect To Female Representation In Parliament Currently Standing At 9.9% Of The Total Mps In 2008-2012 Tenth Parliament(Nzomo, 2012). This Compares Poorly With Kenya’s Eastern Neighbors And Partners In The East African Community That Have All Attained 30% Female Presence In Their Respective Parliaments. Rwanda’s (56.3%), Tanzania (36.0%), Uganda (34.9%), Burundi (32.1%); Similarly South Africa (44.5%), Mozambique (39.2%) And Angola (38.6%) Have Also Attained The Threshold. Despite The New Kenyan Constitution That Ruled That 30% Threshold Would Be Progressively Achieved, Women Still Lag Behind (Nzomo, 2012).

Kenyan Women Have Come A Long Way In Penetrating The Politically Male-Dominated World. Kenya’s History Has Recorded Great Women Who Went Through Many Difficulties And Humiliating Conditions To Fight For Equality And Participation In Politics. Since Kenya’s Independence From The British Rule In 1963, Female Representation In Parliament Has Been Very Low. The Lategrace Monica Ogot Became The First Woman Mayor For Kisumu Town In 1965 And Had To Recieve Permission From The Late Jaramogi Oginga Odinga To Stand For A Parliamentary Seat, Winning The Kisumu Constituency In 1969 (Nyokabi, 2010).
In 1984, the Late Grace Ogot earned a distinctive position in Kenya’s political history; she became one of the few women to serve as a member of parliament and the only female assistant minister in former president Moi’s cabinet. When the late Wangari Maathai ventured into the public sphere, she faced tremendous challenges and opposition from men. Her voice was drowned and ridiculed in private and in public spaces. She played an pivotal role in Kenya’s politics and became a role model and mentor for many Kenyan women aspiring for leadership.

**Statement of the Problem**

Despite subscribing to international commitments to empower women, Kenya still lags behind in the East African region in terms of women representation in politics and decision making. Political participation is the degree and form of involvement of citizens in governance and related institutions of society. It thus involves participation in political campaigns and debates, attending strategy meetings of political parties, voting during elections, vying as candidates for elections, and holding of key government and political party positions. Equal political participation of both genders is one of the critical pillars of good governance which entails freedom of expression, freedom of association among other fundamental rights. This paper sought to establish the effect of economic factors on elite women participation in national development with specific focus on their participation in politics.

**Broad Objective**

To evaluate the women elite and the economic factors that affect their participation in national development particularly in politics in Narok South Sub County.

**Economic Factors Relating to Elite Women Participation in Political Leadership**

In Malaysia, women have long been the mainstay of communities and are heavily involved in community initiatives in various forms. Though often they are heroes of community action, women’s role in political leadership has become increasingly important. In some communities, they have established themselves as leaders and have acquired the requisite skills that have brought positive gender changes to their communities. However, they still face cultural, economic, and social barriers in leading their community. In addition, they have to overcome those traditional barriers with resilience. This has become their intuitive motivation. Historical comparisons of the percentage of women in parliaments across regions in the Scandinavian nations have surpassed all other regions in their levels of women’s political representation at all time points (Haavio-Mannila et al., 2004).

On the other hand, the middle east has persistently had the lowest average levels of female representation. Although women’s representation in Latin America, Africa, and the West progressed slowly until 1995, as other countries registers low percentages of women in parliament, Narok South Sub-County has not achieved at all. Culture stresses that beliefs and attitudes influence both the supply of and demand for female candidates (Paxton et al., 2003). The current study seeks to find out whether low participation has been caused by attitudes towards women in Narok South Sub-County.

There is a limit to women’s opportunities for education and employment. The gender gap in political knowledge and interest is well established. Across both developed and developing countries, men are consistently found to be more interested in politics and have more political knowledge than women (Bums et al., 2001). The U.S. men scored the equivalent of an additional 2, 3, 4 years of schooling on objective tests of political knowledge compared with women. The U.S. gender gap in political interest and knowledge also varies by race and ethnicity. Across all races, this gender gap is reversed among children and teenagers (Alzie et al., 2003). This study will seek to find whether lack of political knowledge has an influence on low women representation in Narok South Sub-County.

In other countries, women have made gains in employment and education, though they face cultural barriers to participation in politics. For example, 25% of the U.S. population still says that men are better suited emotionally to politics and 15% of Americans agreed with the statement “women should take care of running their homes and leave running the country up to men” (Lawless and Theriault, 2005). Individual differences between men and women in levels of education are an important explanation for differences in political participation. (Burns et al., 2001). Women’s levels of education could explain differences in their levels of parliamentary representation. Across countries, however, there has been little evidence to support the argument that the percentage of women in education is a predictor of parliamentary representation (Kenworthy et al., 1999). Therefore, this current study seeks to find out whether levels of education could explain why there is no parliamentary representation in Narok South Sub-County.

However, it is difficult to establish a single measure of education that is appropriate across all countries. In the United States, law and other professional degrees provide an important path, and having...
More Women In Such Pipeline Occupations Leads To More Female Participation In Political Leadership (Arceneaux Et Al, 2001). Therefore, This Paper Sought To Find Out Whether Academic Qualification Provide An Important Path For Elite Women To Participate In Political Leadership In Narok South Sub-County.


Traditional Roles And The Division Of Labor Are Still Clearly Gendered. The Woman's Role Is Typically That Of A Homemaker Who Performs Reproductive Functions And Community Maintenance, While The Man Is Regarded As The Breadwinner, Is In Charge Of Family Decision-Making, And Has A Right To Public Life. This Is Further Amplified; Women's Gender Identity Is Still Predominantly Conceived Of As Being Domestic In Nature And Continues To Act As A Barrier To Women's Entry Into Formal Politics (Olaleye, 2004). The Maasai Community Has Clearly Stated Roles That Women Should Perform And That Could Influence The Maasai Elite Women From Participating In Decision Making And The Right To Public Life.

Practical Manifestation Of The Patriarchal Nature Of Many African Societies Is, For Example, The Fact That In Botswana And Mozambique, The Media Fails To Give Special Coverage To Female Candidates' Campaigns Or To Interview Them. This Further Reinforces Women's Marginalized Situation. According To Sebubudubuanda (2005), Socio-Economic Factors Identified In All Sade Countries As Contributing To The Under-Representation Of Women Include Their Lack Of Confidence In Participating In Party Politics Except To Vote, Lack Of Time Due To Women's Reproductive Roles, Lack Of Skills And Lack Of Finances Would Also Be Expressed In Narok South Sub-County.


In Uganda, Seven Years Of Education And English Language Skills Are Sufficient Educational Credentials For Women (Johnson, 2003). Women Are Further Disadvantaged By Resource Constraints Because They Received The Same Budgetary And Other Resources Received By A General Member, Even Though Women Covered A Wider Area. There Was Also Role Confusion In Terms Of Who Would Do What, How And When. More Specifically, The Local Government Second Amendment Act (1997) There Is Also Negative Attitudes Of The Lawmakers Toward Women, (Goetz, 2004). In The Maasai Community The Elite Could Still Be Disadvantaged By Resource Constraints And Thus Their Participation In Political Leadership Is Hindered.

II. Methodology

The Study Was Conducted Through A Descriptive Survey Research Design To Study Factors Influencing Elite Women Participation In Political Leadership In Narok South Sub County. This Study Targeted Elite Women Among The Maasai Community. A Total Sample Of 330 Respondents Was Selected Using Simple Random Sampling Method. A Pilot Study Was Undertaken For The Purpose Of Pre-Testing Of The Research Instruments To Be Used In The Study. This Study Was Necessary Since It Gave An Allowance For Checking Statistical And Analytical Procedures; It Gave A Chance To Reduce Problems And Mistakes In The Study (Isaac & Michael, 1995). Pre-Testing Was Done By Administering Interview Schedules 20 Randomly Sampled Respondents Whom Were Not Among The Sample In The Actual Study. This Sample Size Was Justified By Hertzog (2008) And Hill (1998) Suggested That 10 To 30 Participants Will Be Sufficient For The Pilot Study In A Survey Research. The Study Applied Primary And Secondary Data Collection Methods From Men And Women And Key Informants In Order To Analyze The Factors Influencing Elite Women Participation In Political Leadership With Respect To The Variables In The Study. The Research Therefore Utilized Mixed Method Research That Entails Both Qualitative And Quantitative Methodologies. The Study Included In-Depth Interview, Questionnaires And Focus Group Discussion To Gather Information From Elite Maasai Women. The Reliability Of The Instrument Was 0. 68 And The Validity Was Measured Using Kmo Measure Of Sampling And It Was Found To Be 0.583 Hence The Questionnaires Were Considered To Be Appropriate.

III. Results

Relationship Between Economic Status Of Women And Elite Women Participation In Political Leadership

This Paper Aired At Examininghow Economic Factor Influenced Elite Women Participation In Political Leadership In Narok South Sub County, Narok County. To Achieve This Objective The Women And Men
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Respondents were asked to respond to questions which reveals that the girl child in Narok South does not inherit land. A clear title to land gives the security of use rights. Under current private property regimes it also permits owners to speculate and profit from land as a market commodity. Girl child in Narok South Sub County due to lack of having opportunity to inherit land makes them lack security to use their father’s land or husband’s land securing micro finance or bank loans when they need funds to register, campaign and participate as an aspiring political member in the region.

Most of the respondents acknowledged that most women in Narok South Sub County actively involve themselves in domestic chores as compared to men opposed to other occupations as public service. The situation serves as an impediment in their endeavor to marshal the needed resources to participate in political leadership process.

From the in-depth interview conducted the respondents acknowledged that most women in Narok South Sub County depend mostly on the husbands hence unable to participate in political leadership. It was interesting to note that even women who hold positions in the county still indicated that they have to abide by the culture and remain under the mercy of men on economic issues. One of the respondents categorically noted:

‘As women I have nothing of my own. I don’t own any thing so long as I am married, the man is every thing. He will dictate what I will buy and how I will spend my salary and other earnings. I can’t be allowed to own any piece of land, nor even a goat. I am made to do all house and home related chores despite the fact that I am employed.’

Another respondent also indicated; it is a high time men treated women as human beings and not just objects or part of their assets. In the Maasai culture a woman after being married becomes the property of the husband and therefore she is to follow the instructions given by the husbands. She further noted that we don’t have any right to own anything including our own salaries; our husbands manage everything and we are just left watching. We cannot therefore go against the cultural rules despite the fact that we have observed this intimidation.

These results therefore show that women cannot participate in politics because they need money to do so and they can’t be allowed to have any money including their own salaries. Hence they cannot afford to raise the finances to participate in the politics.

The respondents were asked to indicate strategies that they felt could assist in ensuring that they participate in politics. Among the strategies were, the need to educate the girls as a mean of empowering them, making them aware of their rights enhancing their self esteem. In the focus group and interview session the most interesting strategy which was believed to supersede all the others was that it is men who need the training and the awareness and not the women. One of the respondents in the focus group categorically said;

‘Us women we don’t have a problem with joining politics, we understand our position we have gone to school and interacted with others but men can’t let us just do what we feel is right. They still look down upon us and considered us as any other property. All this in the name of culture therefore in my opinion it is the men who have refused to change with time and prefer to intimidate use other than assist us to get what is best for us and the society at large. Therefore if there are people who need the seminars and awareness campaigns then it is the men’.

This was shared by two other educated women who felt that men are the problem and they hide themselves in the culture of the society. They indicated that if men could agree to change their perception and attitude towards women then women will be able to rise in ranks and participate in politics without any problem. The overall mean for the study items was 3.79 meaning that over 50% of the respondents agreed with the statements and hence it means economic factors play an important role in women participation in politics.

The Chi Square analysis showed that there is a very strong and significant association between elite women participation in politics and their economic status (Chi Square = 579.7, P-value = 0.000). This therefore shows that women’s failure to participate in politics requires economic empowerment.

### IV. Conclusions

Based on the findings presented it is concluded that participation of women in politics is influenced by their economic status. The results show that women are denied the chance to participate in politics because they don’t have the economic power which is necessary for any person to make it through the political system in the country.
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Recommendations

Therefore This Paper Recommended That There Is Need To Provide A Level Playing Ground For Those Women Who Wish To Join Politics. The Patriarchy Society Which Tends To Make It Hard For Women To Participate Should Be Addressed Through Training And Seminars So That Men Could Be Able To Change Their Perceptionabout Women And Political Leadership.
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